
Engineering  Surveying 

Surveying in general: It is a scientific method of collecting data for a certain field. 

When the collecting of data related to points locations then the survey will be 

surveying . 

There are two locations for the point: 

Arithmetical location or position and  field position. 

 

Surveying: Is the science of determining relative positions of certain features on 

the earth surface  in horizontal and vertical plane, or making those positions  by 

taking such measurements in order that the relative positions may be ascertained 

on a map or plan. 

Objectives:The objective of any surveying is to prepare a plan or map with the 

help of field measurements ,the main objectives are: 

1-Measurements and determination of relative positions of certain features on 

portion of earth surface and to prepare a map or plan. 

2- Measurements and determination of  relative heights or depths or levels of 

various points . 

3- setting out works such as buildings , sections and curves. 

Surveying classification: Surveying may be classified according to: 

Division ,Nature of the field of survey ,objective of survey ,instrument used 

 

*Division :surveying may be divided into two general classes: 

Geodetic surveying : which is taking the curvature of earth into account . 

Plane surveying: which is not taking the curvature of earth into account . 



 

 

*Nature of the field of survey: 

1- Land survey : Topographic ,Cadastral, Town surveying ,Engineering surveying . 

2-Navigation .  3- Astronomical surveying 

 

*Objective of surveying 

Mining surveying  , military surveying 

 

*Instruments used 

Hydrographic surveying, photographic surveying ,aerial surveying . 

 

Fundamental principles 

1- Working from whole to part . 

2- Fixing surveying stations 

Surveying stations are fixed by at least two measurements :either  both 

linear and angular measurements or by linear or angular measurements. 

 

sketches 

 

 

Distance measurements 
(make one of the students measure any length either by steps or by feet) 

 

*Direct measurement 



* Indirect measurements: 

Obstacles in measurements: 

1-=that prevent measuring but not ranging(mentioning what is 

ranging)examples ;river, pond . 

2-= that prevents ranging but not measuring,examples,buildings…. 

3-= that prevent ranging &measuring in mountain terrain. 

 

*measurements may be on plane or slope terrain. 

 

MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS: 

1-English system 

Unit parts, doubles 

2-Metric system 

Meter: is 1/10000000 of the distance between equator and the north pole 

on the longitude passing through Paris city. 

Meter parts, meter doubles 

 

TYPES OF TAPES 

1-cloth tape 

2-plastic tape 

3-steel tape 

4-Invar tape 

 

TAPE MEASUREMENTS CORRECTIONS: 

1-Standarization: 

 

Cs=Li-L  ,Li=true length,  L=standard length 

Total Cs=Cs x D/L 

D̀=DxLi/L        where: 

 

D̀=corrected distance ,Li=true length 

D=measured distance  ,L=standard length 



 

Ex: 

A distance is measured by a tape with a true length (29,992m),and it is 

found to be 195m ,calculate the corrected distance? 

 

Sol: 

Cs=Li-L 

29.992-30=-0.008m 

D̀=Dx Li/L 

D̀=195x29.992/30 

D̀=194.948m 

Or: 

Total Cs=-0.008x195/30,Total Cs=-0.052m 

 

D̀=195-0.052=194.948m 

 

2-Temprature correction: 

Ct=Dxα(T-Ts)   where: 

 

α=expanding factor for the tape material, for steel=0.0000115/˚c 

T=temperature during measurement 

Ts=standard temperature during manufacturing 

Ex: 

A steel tape 30m is used to measure a distance which it is found to be 

520.327m in 40˚c ,α is 11.6x10-6find the corrected distance. 

 

Ct=520.327x11.6x10-6(40˚c-20 ˚c) 

  =0.121m 

D̀=520.327+0.121=520.448m 

 

 

 



 

LEVELING 

Leveling is the operation of determining the vertical 

differences in heights of the different points on the 

surface of the earth, relative to a plane called a datum 

plane which is used to be the mean sea level. 

 

• TYPES OF LEVELS 

1-According to accuracy 

2-According to the method of adjustment of the line of 

sight. 
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• TYPES OF STAVES 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• LEVELING THEORY

 
 

 

• METHODS OF CALCULATING ELEVATIONS: 

 

1-LINE OF SIGHT METHOD. 

2-RISES& FALLS METHOD. 

 

 

 



 



*Accuracy in Leveling and Elevation correcting: 

P.E =K√𝑫 

P.E: permissible error 

K:leveling constant 

D:leveling total distance(km) 

*K 

EX: 

In an oil pipe project the readings of the staves on the center line 

were: 

2.222- 1.677- 1.492- 1.878-2.021- 1.909- 1.663- 1.887- 1.321- 1.787 

The second, fifth and the seventh readings represent turning points, 

theelevation of the first point  was (32.222m),calculate the corrected 

elevations if the corrected elevation of the last point was(32.089m) 

and the distance between one point and another was (50m),the 

permissible error was (15mm).     

 

Corr.= error/sum of dist. 

EX: 

In a series leveling the staves readings were as follows: 

1.512- 1.763- 1.878- 2.333- 1.969- 1.112- 2.186- 0.676 

The third ,sixth, and eighth readings represents turning points, the 

elevation of the first point was (30m)and the corrected elevation of 



the last point was(32.374m), calculate the corrected elevations of the 

rest of the points if the distance between each point and another was 

(50m). 

 

*BENCH MARKS: 

Are points which have known elevations on the earth surface, they 

are usually marked by concrete and metal signs that can stand the 

bad weather conditions. 

*TYPES OF BENCH MARKS 

1-BASIC B.MS. 

2-SECONDARY B.MS. 

3-ORDINARY B.MS. 

*METHODS OF MAKING B.MS. : 

1-LOOP 

2-TWO WAYS LEVELLING 

3-CHANGING LEVEL AND STAVES LOCATIONS  

4-STADIA HAIR METHODS 

 

*ERRORS AND MISTAKES IN LEVELING 

FIRST :INSTRUMENTAL ERRORS: 

STAFF:1- manufacturing 



              2-erosion 

LEVEL:1- ERRORS THAT CAN BE FIXED BY THE FACTORY 

            2- ERRORS THAT CAN BE FIXED BY USERS 

SO LEVEL FIXATION CAN BE DEVIDED INTO TWO TYPES: 

1-PERMENANT: 

A-VERTICALITY 

B-TWO-PEGS METHOD 

 

2-TEMPORARY 

SECOND:PERSONAL ERRORS; 

 

 

THIRD:NATURAL OR CLIMATIC ERRORS 

1-CURVATURE EFFECT: 

C=7.84×10-8 D2 

2-REFRACTION EFFECT: 

r=D2/14R 

3-COMBINED EFFECT: 

c-r=6.72×10-8D2 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

(R+C)² = R² + D² 



R² +2RC +C² =R² +D² 

2RC+C² = D² 

2RC = D² 

C =D²/2R….curvature 

α  and   Δ: in radian 

Δ= k α 

k = 1/14 

r= 1/14 × D²/R…..refraction 

c-r =D²/2R -1/14×D²/R 

c-r= 3/7 ×D²/R 

c-r =6.72x10-8D²……curvature and refraction 

c = 7.84x10-8D² ……….curvature 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

Longitudinal& cross sections 

Ex: 

1.512_1.763_2.878_2.333_1.969_1.112_2.186_0.676 

If the design line started from the first point and ended under the last point by 

0.75m calculate the depth of cut and the heights of fills in each point. 

Grade (unknown)=Grade(known)  +slope x Dist. to point 

Slope = V.Dist./ H.Dist 

 



GROUND_GRADE= + CUT 

   GROUND_GRADE=_FILL  

 

TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS 

They are maps declare the topographic nature of the ground. 

CONTOUR LINES: 

They are unreal lines passing through points that have same elevations. 

CONTOUR INTERVAL: 

It is the vertical  distance between two consecutive contour lines. 

CONTOUR SPACING: 

It is the horizontal distance between two consecutive contour lines. 

SLOPE= C.I. /C.S. 

ENGINEERING SURVEYING P518 

Topographic map 

In modern mapping, a topographic map is a type of map characterized by large-

scale detail and quantitative representation of relief, usually using contour lines but, 

historically, using a variety of methods. Traditional definitions require a 

topographic map to show both natural and man-made features. A topographic map 

is typically published as a map series, made up of two or more map sheets that 



combine to form the whole map. A contour line is a combination of two line 

segments that connect but do not intersect; these represent elevation on a 

topographic map. 

The Canadian Centre for Topographic Information provides this definition:[1] 

A topographic map is a detailed and accurate graphic representation of cultural and 

natural features on the ground.

 



 

 

*METHODS OF MAKING CONTOUR MAPS: 

1-by sections 

2-by grid method 

3-sattalite and remote sensing 

 

 

 

AREAS AND VOLUMES 

1-AREAS OF IRREGULAR SHAPES 

METHODS OF CALCULATING IRREGULAR SHAPES: 

1-OLD GRAGHIC METHODS 



2-MATHEMATICAL METHODS; 

a-Trapezoidal rule 

b-Simpson’s rule 

c-sections method 

3-mechanical method 

plannimeter 
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